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IN a letter dated 12 January 1644 Nicolas 
Poussin informed Paul Freart de Chantelou of 
his intention to reverse a decision he had 
made only a few days earlier concerning 

Chantelou's wish to have a set of copies made after 
the Seven Sacraments 1 that Poussin had painted for 
Cassiano dal Pozzo between ca. 1635 and 16422 . 
While the French artist had previously agreed to 
seek out a painter capable of executing these 
copies3 , he suddenly withdrew from this project 
and offered instead to copy the seven paintings 
himself or, even better, to do seven new (in 
Poussin's own later opinion, better) pictures4 . It 
has never been sufficiently demonstrated that 
Poussin's sudden change of heart was provoked by 
anything other than the frustration he suffered 
while supervising the painters whom Chantelou 

had sent to Rome to make copies after prestigious 
masterpieces such as Raphael 's Transfiguration 
and Giulio Romano's Madonna della gatta (then 
still believed to have been done by Raphael)5 . Not 
only did he have to deal with the lack of motivation 
and the excess of envy 6 on the part of artists such 
as Nicolas Chaperon 7 , Jean Nocret 8 and Pierre 
Mignard9 , he also deplored the carelessness with 
which they worked - if they ever did. Thus, 
observing these "copistes a la dozeine qui ne 
feroint rien qui vaille"i0, he went back on the 
decision that he had conveyed to Chantelou only 
five days before, on 7 January, to entrust the 
reproduction of his paintings to two of these 
copyists, Claude le Rieux and Ciccio 
Napoletano " . However, observing the results of 
their work, he reviewed his decision and 
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FIG. 1. - Angelo CAROSELLI. Copy after Nicolas POUSSIN'S Plague of Ashdod. London, National Gallery. Photo museum. 

specifically, in the letter that accompanied the case 
containing these poor paintings on their way to 
France, Poussin wrote: "Jay pense mille fois au 
peu d'amour au peu de soin et nettete que nos 
copistes de proffession aporte a ce quil imitent(...) 
et me suis esmerueille tout ensemble comme tant de 
personnes s'en delectent. II est vrai que voyant les 
belles choses et ne les pouuant auoir Von est 
contrains de se contenter des coppies bien que mal 
fettes chose qui a la verite pouroit diminuer le nom 
de beaucout de bons paintres si se n'estoit que 
leurs originaux se voient de plusieurs, qui 
cognoissent bien Vestreme difference qui est entre 
eux et les coppies. Mais ceus qui ne voyent autre 
chose que une mauuaise imitation croyent 
facillement que I 'original ne soit pas grande chose, 
et mesme les malings se scduent bien seruir de ses 
copies mal fettes pour decrediter seux qui scauent 
plus que eux"n. And he concludes: "Pensant en 
moymesme toute ses choses jay creu faire bien et 

pour mon honneur et pour vostre contentement de 
vous faire scauoir que (demourant icy) je 
souhetterois estre moymesme le copiste des 
tableaux qui sont ches Mr. Le Cheuallier du puis ou 
de tous les sept ou d'une partie. ou bien les faire 
d'une autre disposition. Je vous assure Monsieur 
qu'il vaudront mieux que des coppies (...)" 13. 

That Poussin's distrust of such bad copies, 
executed without love or care, and that only served 
to ruin the reputation of the original painter, was 
sometimes founded, can be understood if we look, 
for example, at the copy of Poussin's Plague at 
Ashdod (fig. 1), attributed to Angelo Caroselli and 
today conserved in the National Gallery in 
London 1 4 . In his days Caroselli was considered as a 
fair copyist; according to Filippo Baldinucci he was 
even capable of deceiving Poussin with the copy of 
a Raphael Madonna. The French master is said to 
have confessed that if he had not known where the 
original painting was, he would have taken the copy 
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for the original1 5 . Nevertheless, even though 
Caroselli 's Plague-copy is listed in a 1716 
inventory as "originate di Nicold Pusino"16, in 
1660, thirty years after it was made, Mazarin's 
agent, Elpidio Benedetti described it as "una Copia 
(...) chefa vergogna all'originale" l7. 

Recently, it has been speculated that Caroselli 's 
copy not only could have been painted in Poussin's 
studio, but that its different architectural 
background could, perhaps, document an earlier 
state of the original (Paris, musee du Louvre; 
fig. 2) 1 8 . In fact, from the proceedings of the trial of 
the first owner of the Plague, Don Fabrizio 
Valguarnera, we know that the original painting was 
unfinished when Valguarnera saw it in Poussin's 
studio 19. Infrared examination of the canvas has 
shown that the painter changed some iconographic 

details as well as the architectural background2 0 . 
Since in the Caroselli copy these buildings differ 
greatly from those in the original, it has been 
suggested that the copy, commissioned by 
Valguarnera himself 2 1 , could reflect the original 
appearance of Poussin's painting prior to the 
changes he made in the backgrounds. But since the 
architecture in the London painting does not 
correspond to the traces visible under infrared 
examination, it is very difficult to accept this 
hypothesis even on a purely technical level. 
Moreover, it is also difficult to reconcile our 
conception of even the young Poussin with the - in 
historical terms - heterogeneous buildings in the 
background of the Caroselli picture where a 
Medieval palace with ogival windows, an ancient 
temple and some ruins stand together. While one 

one 
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FIG. 2. - Nicolas POUSSIN. The Plague of Ashdod. Paris, Louvre. Photo museum. 
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FIG. 3. - Nicolas POUSSIN. Armidu 
carrying off Rinaldo. Berlin, 
Staatliche Museen, PreuBischer 
Kulturbesitz, Gemaldegalerie. Pho

to Jorg P. Anders. 

can already only wonder why ruins should ever 
appear in a depiction of the center of a prosperous 
ancient city, the temple with the muddled 
arrangement of the columns (it is unclear as to 
whether the fif th column on the right is around the 
corner or if it is in line with the other front columns, 
standing, however, free without supporting the 
entablature) definitely arouses doubts about the 
painter 's architectural knowledge 2 2 . Finally, we 
must ask why Valguarnera would have wanted a 
copy of a painting he already owned, and in which 
all other details would have been unchanged with 
the sole exception of the architectural background. 
Since even the smallest item (down to the position 
of the rats) had been faithfully copied in Caroselli 's 
picture, it seems rather plausible to assume that the 
copyist only had the original canvas at his disposal 
for a limited time so that when he came to the 
background he had to improvise. 

Unlike this instance, however, there is a case in 
Poussin's oeuvre where a copy can really tell us 
something about the appearance of a painting that 
was later modified - and in this specific example we 

also obtain information on the authenticity of the 
picture in question. 

There are various known copies of Poussin's 
Armida carrying off Rinaldo, according to Felibien, 
painted for Jacques Stella in 16372 3 : while the one 
in Berlin (formerly Bode-Museum, now in the 

FIG. 4. - Detail of fig. 3: infrared photography of the scabbard. 
Photo museum. 
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FIG. 5. - Guillaume CHASTEAU. Engraving 
after POUSSIN'S Armida carrying off Ri-

naldo. Photo author. 
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storerooms of the new Gemaldegalerie; fig. 3) is 
disputed as being perhaps the (retouched) 
original2 4 , the one in Argentina (Buenos Aires, 
museo de Bellas Artes) has always been considered 

a faithful if rather stiff copy. The other hitherto 
known copies are untraceable today2 5 . 

In 1991 Rainer Michaelis published an 
observation made during close examination of the 

FIG. 6. - Charles MASSE. Engraving after 
POUSSIN'S preparatory drawing for Armi
da carrying off Rinaldo. Photo author. 
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FIG. 7. - ANONYMOUS. Copy after Pous-
SIN'S Armida carrying off Rinaldo. Where

abouts unknown. Photo author. 

Berlin canvas. Although visible to the naked eye, an 
infrared photograph even more clearly revealed that 
a pentimento is discernible in the left lower edge of 
the painting where the weapons of the lulled 
Rinaldo lay (fig. 4) 2 6 . As also shown in the 
engraving by Guillaume Chasteau (fig. 5 ) 2 7 the 
painting today shows a flat, curved scabbard where 
there was once a sheath whose straight, tubular 
barrel ended in a golden hemisphere. Even though 
Michaelis tended to interpret this finding as a hint of 
the authenticity of the Berlin canvas, he refrained 
from drawing such a conclusion and instead 
proposed a hypothesis which tries to explain the 
change as having been made by an anonymous 
painter who, while having decided to copy 
Poussin's composition, wavered between two 
models. Thus, he first followed the engraving, after 
Poussin's preparatory drawing, executed by Charles 
Masse (fig. 6 ) 2 8 where the scabbard is still straight 
and tubular. According to Michaelis, the copyist 
then, immediately after having painted the sheath, 
changed his mind and turned to Chasteau's 
engraving that he copied entirely, painting over the 
scabbard. Even if one is disposed to accept the 

possibility of such a copyist wavering between the 
entirely different compositions of the Masse - and 
the Chasteau - engravings, the fact that the colours 
of the Berlin painting correspond to those 
discernible in other copies (such as the one in 
Buenos Aires) strongly argues against the 
probability that he ever used the engravings rather 
than a coloured painting as his model. However, 
since the pentimento could only be related to the 
Masse-engraving, its significance regarding the 
authenticity of the canvas has remained quite 
limited. 

In 1984 another (and since then untraceable) 
copy appeared on the art market (Art Gallery Trapp 
Cayen, New York; fig. 7). This copy contributes an 
important and helpful document in this issue2 9 . At 
first sight it seems to be just another reproduction of 
Poussin's composition, executed in a rather stiff 
manner, faithfully rendering the figures, but freely 
varying certain details (such as the wooded 
background with its rhythmic sequence of trunks) or 
even omitting them (e.g. the column with the two 
squires waiting for Rinaldo)3 0 . But on closer 
examination, the canvas turns out to be closely 
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FIG. 8. - Detail of fig. 3: landscape in the 
background, showing the remaining traces 

of a branch. Photo museum. 

related to the painting in Berlin: given the fact that 
in the Trapp copy there is a straight, tubular and 
hemisphere-topped scabbard such as the one that 
can be discerned under the curved sheath in the 
Berlin picture, it seems that the Trapp canvas shows 
us the former state of the Berlin painting, before the 
scabbard was changed. 

That this is actually the case is confirmed by yet 
another observation. In the Berlin painting, just 
above the two waiting squires, the uppermost layer 
of colour has been rubbed off, so that in this section 
a wedgeshaped trace can be noted (fig. 8). 
Interestingly, as a superimposition of the two 
pictures (fig. 9) shows, the position of this trace 

FIG. 9. - Superposition of fig. 3 and 
fig. 7, showing the matching of the remain
ing branch in fig. 8 with the landscape of 

the anonymous copy. Photo author. 
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FIG. 10. - Infrared photography of 
the landscape shown in fig. 8, re
vealing the remaining traces of the 
branch in fig. 3. Photo museum. 

corresponds exactly to the place where the branch of 
a slender tree rises in the Trapp copy. Infrared 
examination (fig. 10) of this part of the Berlin 
painting has shown that not only the position, but 
also the exact shape of the trace corresponds 
perfectly to this branch in the Trapp copy (in the 
Berlin canvas we also can vaguely make out the 
remains of the stronger trunk in the blurred vertical 
strip at the left of the trace, standing beside the 
slender tree in the Trapp copy). 

Thus, the Trapp copy obviously records a former 
condition of the Berlin painting which later 
underwent several changes: the shape of the 
scabbard was altered, the trees were effaced, and 
instead, the scene of the two squires waiting at the 
column was inserted. Interestingly, both details 
- even though they might appear totally unrelated 
at first glance - are actually closely connected 
inasmuch as they both refer to events prior to the 
scene of Rinaldo being carried off by Armida. In 
Canto XIV, Stanza 53 Tasso narrates how Rinaldo 
used the trick of camouflaging himself in the 
armour of the Saracen enemy in order to deceive his 
adversaries, and it is in this disguise that he reached 
Armida's island. Since curved scabbards were often 
depicted as typical weapons for Saracens3 1 , 
replacing the straight, tubular scabbard with the 
flat, curved sheath could have been prompted by the 

painter 's desire to respect and follow the details 
described in Tasso's narrative. The same is true 
about the background with the two squires waiting 
for Rinaldo in front of a white column at the other 
side of the river, and meanwhile reading the 
inscription, a clear reference to Canto XIV, Stanza 
57 where the "colonna eretta (...) Del bianco 
marmo" is described. Having read the invitation, 
"in lettere d'oro" to come and see the neighbouring 
island, Rinaldo immediately left his "scudieri" 
(Stanza 58) behind and crossed the river. 

If we do not want to follow the complex and 
twisted hypothesis that the Trapp canvas is a copy 
made after just another copy (i.e. the Berlin picture) 
which first freely varied several aspects of the 
original (and presumed lost) Poussin painting only 
to correct them later according to this original 
version as recorded by the Chasteau engraving, the 
obvious conclusion is that the Berlin canvas is 
nothing other than the original by Poussin3 2 . The 
French master, after having created a version of 
Tasso's narration in which only the immediate 
events, i.e. Armida carrying off Rinaldo, were 
depicted, was obviously dissatisfied with this 
limited portrayal. He returned to his composi t ion 3 3 

and added references to previous episodes, such as 
Rinaldo's disguise as a Saracen soldier and the 
scene of the two squires waiting beside the column 
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and reading the inscription3 4 . Thus, he followed a 
contemporary esthetic which demanded such 
references. Even though already Pomponius 
Gauricus had established (in his De sculptura, 
published in 1504) that each work of art should 
arouse thoughts in the viewer that go beyond the 
things, and particularly the moment represented by 
the artist3 5 , during the course of the seventeenth 
century, this concept was again picked up and 
developed in French art theory. Thus, the Abbe 
d 'Aubignac in his Pratique du Theatre, published in 
1657, claimed that the painter could and should 
show all the other events that precede, accompany and 
follow the main action portrayed in his picture36. 

Finally, there remains the fundamental question 
about the origins of the Trapp copy. Since it is not 
very likely that Poussin overpainted his painting for 
Stella long after he had delivered it, the author of the 
copy seems to have had access to Poussin's studio. 
Even though the following reference may not be 
considered a fully reliable source, it should be 
remembered that Pierre-Daniel Huet (1630-1721), 

archbishop of Avranches, in his Memoires sur 
Christine de Suede (only published in 1806 in a 
dubious edition by P.J.B. Chaussard)3 7 delivered an 
interesting description of Poussin's home and 
studio. Confirming other documents on the 
arrangement and size of the rooms, he adds one 
most intriguing piece of information when he speaks 
about one room where Poussin kept a "collection de 
ses ouvrages, en originaux, en copies, en dessins" 
(boldface mine)38 . If this description could ever have 
been proved true, the Trapp canvas would have to be 
taken into consideration as a possible former 
component of this collection. Given its style it was 
certainly not done by Poussin himself, but it could, 
nevertheless, have been painted in Poussin's studio 
at a time when the master had not yet decided to 
change the above described details in the Berlin 
canvas that has been handed down to us in this way. 

This, at least, would contrast with Poussin's 
negative opinion about copies and would show that, 
obviously, he did not consider all copies as "bien 
que malfettes"39. 

NOTES 

Research on this topic was incited by a seminary at the Villa Medici in Rome on "II problema della copia a Roma nel 
Seicento", organized in April 1999 by Olivier Bonfait and Emmanuel Coquery to whom I am grateful for having invited me. 
I would like to express my gratitude especially to Rainer Michaelis, Curator at the Gemaldegalerie in Berlin, who in the most 
obliging manner kindly arranged the possibility to study and analyse the Berlin painting scientifically under the most ideal 
conditions. Finally, I am gratefully indebted to Donatella Sparti for her helpful suggestions. 
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RESUME. - « Copies bien que mal fettes » : une nouvelle analyse du Renaud et Armide de Poussin. 

Bien que les historiens l 'a ient f requemment etudiee, on n ' a jamais etabli de facon sure l 'or igine de la seconde serie 
des Sept Sacrements de Chantelou. Si Poussin se refusa a faire copier la premiere serie par un autre peintre, preferant peindre 
lui-meme une serie nouvelle, c ' e s t en realite uniquement en raison d 'une mauvaise experience qu' i l avait faite quand il dut 
diriger le travail des artistes envoyes par Chantelou a Rome pour y copier les grands chefs d'oeuvre. Mais Poussin a-t-il 
toujours considere les copies comme des « copies bien que mal fettes » ? Le cas de la copie de La Peste d'Ashdod par Angelo 
Caroselli semble confirmer cette pietre opinion de Poussin, copie considered des 1660 par certains comme trahissant l 'original . 
Reprenant l 'hypothese selon laquelle cette copie aurait ete faite dans l 'a tel ier de Poussin, on pourrait appliquer la meme 
hypothese a la copie du « Renaud et Armide » decouverte en 1984 sur le marche de l 'art . En la comparant minutieusement a 
la version de la Gemaldegaler ie de Berlin, on a la preuve irrefutable que c 'es t la version de Berlin ( jusqu 'a present discute"e) 
qui est authentique, ce que confi rme une analyse technique. Qui plus est, cette seconde version etant manifestement la copie 
du tableau de Berlin mais dans un etat anterieur, on trouvera d 'autant plus interessante la description (faite au XVII e siecle) 
d ' une piece de la maison de Poussin ou l 'art iste conservait les copies de ses propres ceuvres. 


